
Rogers Broadcasting has applied again for a repeater
station on Salt Spring Island for its CIOC-FM (98.5FM)
‘soft rock’ station. The company’s previous application for
a similar repeater transmitter was rejected by the CRTC
because it would have blocked consideration of an
application by the Gabriola Radio Society for a community
radio station to broadcast as CKGI on 98.7FM. CKGI
would broadcast with 80 watts.

This time, Rogers proposes a 15watt synchronous
repeater station to  signal.

Ken Zakreski of Gabriola Radio suggests that Rogers
has still not satisfied the points raised by the CRTC in their
rejection of the previous application:

Did the licensee demonstrate compelling evidence of a
technical or economic need for the proposed licence
amendment?

Does the present proposal represent the optimum use
of the frequency?

Are there other technical solutions that would resolve
reception deficiencies within CIOC-FM’s currently
authorized contours?

The CRTC found that the previous application would
enable the CIOC signal to be received in the Cowichan
Valley and in Nanaimo, well beyond its authorized service
area, and that Rogers had not proven any economic need
for this extension of coverage. According to the CRTC,
CIOC-FM is financially stable reporting healthy aggregate
profit before interest and tax (PBIT) margins of 31.4% in
2008 and 28.1% in 2009.

The deadline for public comment is October 18;
comments may be registered on the CRTC.gc.ca website
by following the links to Public Proceeding, then Open for
Comment, then Saltspring (3010-683). 0
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